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1. IntrodutionIn the last deades, due to signi�ant tehnologial development it beame possibleto examine small magneti strutures experimentally as well as theoretially. Nowa-days, therefore, muh energy is invested in the researh of nano phase materials. Froma theoretial point of view, these systems are interesting, beause the low dimensionalphysis ome to the front. From a pratial point of view, these systems are importantbeause the magneti nano strutures may be used in spin-devies and magneti re-ording equipment. Behavior of magneti nano strutures on non magneti surfaes isspeially interesting, beause the spin orbit oupling of both the host and the impurityan in�uene eletron or magneti struture in a fundamental way.It is well known, that at surfaes of transition metals or semiondutors there arestates, that form only on the surfae, and do not exist in the bulk. These are oftenreferred to as a surfae state or surfae resonane. Beause of it's paraboli dispersion,the surfae state an be regarded as a nearly free, two dimensional eletron gas. Thisstate plays a signi�ant role in the ase of semiondutor surfae physis. Reently,there are several theoretial and experimental work on surfae states at transition metalsurfaes. On suh surfaes, the spatial range (perpendiular to the surfae) of a surfaestate is several layers. As it turns out, the surfae state of the host plays a dominantrole in the exhange interation energy between surfae magneti impurities.It is well known, that the exhange interation between magneti impurities innon magneti bulk materials � the so alled RKKY interation � is an interation thatosillates with the distane of the impurities between an anti-ferromagneti or ferro-magneti ground state on�guration. This interation is mediated by the ondutioneletrons. The RKKY interation deays like 1/R3, where R is the distane of the twoimpurities. The frequeny of osillation omes from the Fermi surfae of the bulk hostmaterial. It was found that there is a similar osillatory oupling between magnetilayers trough a stak of non-magneti spaer layers. This interation also osillatesand deays like 1/D2 where D is the thikness of non magneti layer. The relativeorientation of the magneti moment of the magneti layers depends on the sign ofthe interation, the oupling an be ferromagneti or anti-ferromagneti. In this asethe frequeny of osillation omes from the eletroni struture of the non-magnetispaer layer. Keeping these in mind, the question naturally arises, what were the in-teration between surfae impurities, and whether their behavior were similar? Suh aresearh is obviously the �rst step towards the study of interation between magneti2



nano strutures. The basi problem for suh a study is to desribe (or model) theeletroni struture of the semi-in�nite surfae host. Therefor a omprehensive studyof this problem is still missing. Using �rst-priniples methods, this later di�ulty anbe solved quite elegantly, and with su�ient auray and in a material spei� way.In this theses I attempted to give a a omplete piture of interation between surfaeimpurities with a set of systemati alulations.2. MethodsFor the numeri alulations I used �rst priniples eletroni struture alulationwithin multiple sattering theory whih enables the treatment of the semi-in�nite hostexatly. I alulated the Bloh spetral funtion in the full surfae Brillouin zone todetermine the dispersion of the surfae state. I also implemented the alulation ofthe Bloh spetral funtion within the CPA theory for alloy surfaes, whih enabledthe alulation of the dispersion relation of surfae states at surfaes of random substi-tutional alloys for the �rst time. One fundamental advantage of the method that themagneti impurities ould be embedded into the layers via a Dyson equation, and the-refore, no super-ell approximation was neessary. Also, the alulations were based onthe Dira equation, fully taking into aount the e�et of spin-orbit oupling. Below Isummarize the major results of the work.3. Results and onlusions1. I demonstrated numerially that at gold (110) surfaes there is anisotropi Rashbae�et. Generally, the the Rashba splitting is thought to be isotropi and a fun-tion of spin-orbit oupling only. However, from the numerial alulations I on-luded that the isotropi Rashba Hamiltonian does not give a orret desriptionof the surfae-state dispersion in all ases.2. I implemented the alulation of the Bloh spetral funtion within the CPAtheory for alloy surfaes, whih enabled the alulation of the dispersion relationof surfae states at surfaes of random substitutional alloys. I determined thedispersion relation of surfae state at surfaes of Cu
x
Au1−x

and Cu
x
Pd1−x

alloysand on�rmed the existene of surfae state in CPA theory.3



3. I determined the exhange interation between magneti impurities with detailednumerial alulations. From theses alulations, I onluded that, where thesurfae states do exist and are oupied, they mediate the exhange interationbetween the impurities. In this ase the interation is an osillatory funtion ofthe distane between the impurities (R) and deays like 1/R2. The frequeny ofthe osillation omes from the Fermi vetor of the surfae state. At gold (111)surfae there is two osillation frequeny, whih is the onsequene of the Rashbasplitting of the surfae state.4. At opper (100) and gold (100) surfaes, where there is no oupied surfaestate, I found that there is no long range interation. The interation deaysexponentially.5. I analyzed the exhange interation on surfaes of random substitutional alloys aswell. On alloy surfaes I found an additional exponential deay of the interationdue to the disorder. At the surfae of Cu
x
Au1−x

alloys, due to the di�erent spinorbit oupling of omponents, in the gold rih side the osillation inluded twodistint frequenies. The osillatory oupling between surfae impurities ould beobserved in the entire onentration range. At the surfae of Cu
x
Pd1−x

alloys,the situation is entirely di�erent. Due to the losing of the Fermi nek withinreasing Pd onentration, the interation disappears as the surfae state isdestroyed. Surprisingly, in the palladium rih side, the osillatory oupling anbe observed again, albeit with a di�erent type of deay and frequeny.6. I alulated the interation of impurities on the surfae Pt(111) as well, andobtained an osillatory oupling without surfae state in agreement with experi-ments. I found strong evidene, that this is due to the large indued momentsin the platinum host. The frequeny and the deay of the interation is found tobe the same as for RKKY interation in bulk platinum. I alulated the plati-num indued moments and demonstrated the role of the indued moments witha simple numerial model.4. Publiations
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